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Summary
On November 1st 2013, the PACS map-making group released a report containing a preliminary assessment of the performance of six map-making codes: Jscanam, MADmap, SANEPIC,
Scanamorphos, Unimap, Tamasis. Following the document release, the PACS ICC, with the
endorsement of the Herschel Science Team (HST) and Herschel User Group (HUG), have decided to move forward with the implementation (through spawning) of Unimap in the SPG
pipeline for a target HSCC 13 bulk reprocessing.
In the light of the MADmap development which has taken place since November, and given
the delay of the Unimap implementation in SPG, the ICC has requested a re-assesment of the
map-making codes status, by limiting the case to the softwares already present in the pipeline
(HPF, MADmap, JScanam) and the one under consideration for a future implementation, i.e.
Unimap.
The present report summarizes the result of this investigation, for which only real PACS observations (Abell 30, M16 and 3 calibration stars) have been considered. The test campaign
was carried out using the following metrics:
• Power spectrum analysis
• Difference matrix
• Point source photometry: bright and faint sources
The result of the metrics are summarized below:
1. on angular scales larger than the instrumental beam, none of the 3 mappers appears to
remove emission from the maps or, at least, none of them appears to do so in a different
fashion with respect to other two. On scales smaller than the beam, the 3 mappers exhibit
various behaviors which are difficult to characterize at this stage (see Section 3.2.1);
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2. in Abell 370, a field containing faint sources and virtually no extended emission, the
agreement between the JScanam, MADmap and Unimap prcessed maps, both in the red
and green channel, is striking (see Section 3.2.2);
3. for M16, a field rich in bright, extended emission, the Unimap maps are characterized by
significant stripes. The same effect, although less dramatic, is present in the MADmap
blue band, together with a low-level gradient (see Section 3.2.2). For both Unimap and
MADmap, it is currently thought that the magnitude of the residual stripes has to do
with the pixel size: the smaller the pixel size, the lower the artifact level. Noteworthy,
by setting the pixel size to 1.6"/3.2" for the blue/red band respectively, the artifacts in
the Unimap maps are largely mitigated. More investigation of this issue is ongoing;
4. the photometry of both bright (1 - 15 Jy) and faint (0.001 - 0.1 Jy) sources is, for the 3
mappers, within a few % of the corresponding HPF measurements. Only one exception
was found (a 4 % discrepancy for α Cet in the red band for MADmap) and this is likely
due to a small bug in the script used for the processing of the calibration stars (see Section
3.2.3). None of the mappers appears to allow reaching a higher sensitivity than HPF.
Finally, no indication is found that the mappers introduce distortions of the PSF (see
Section 3.2.3).
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PACS Map-making Tools: Update on Analysis and Benchmarking
Abstract
In this report, we summarize the results obtained from comparing the performance of
3 map-making codes for PACS: JScanam, MADmap and Unimap. The 3 softwares are all
publicly available and designed to correct for noise in the data, while preserving emission
on all angular scales. To test the performance of the codes, we considered only real PACS
observations and a set of 3 different metrics, namely: 1. power spectrum estimation; 2.
difference matrix; 3. point source photometry (both bright and faint sources). The analysis
reveals that the 3 codes preserve emission on large angular scales in a similar fashion and
provide very accurate photometric measurements, both in the bright and faint flux domain.
However, the comparison exercise has also allowed evidencing the appearance of artifacts
(e.g. stripes) in maps rich in bright, extended emission, such as M16, when these are
processed by either Unimap or MADmap. The current explanation is that this effect is
somehow connected to the pixel size of the projected map: the smaller the pixel size, the
lower the artifact level. Noteworthy, by setting the pixel size to 1.6"/3.2" for the blue/red
band respectively, the artifacts in the Unimap maps are largely mitigated. The issue is
being further investigated.

1

Context

On November 1st 2013, the PACS map-making group released1 a report containing a preliminary assessment of the performance of six map-making codes: Jscanam, MADmap, SANEPIC,
Scanamorphos, Unimap, Tamasis. Following the document release, the PACS ICC, with the
endorsement of the Herschel Science Team (HST) and Herschel User Group (HUG), have decided to move forward with the implementation (through spawning) of Unimap in the SPG
pipeline for a target HSCC 13 bulk reprocessing.
In light of the improvement of MADmap since last November, and given the delay of the Unimap
implementation in SPG, the ICC has requested a re-assesment of the map-making codes status,
by limiting the case to the softwares already present in the pipeline (HPF, MADmap, JScanam)
and the one under consideration for a future implementation, i.e. Unimap.
The report is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a few notes relative to the mapmaking processing performed by each code. In Section 3 we discuss the benchmarking analysis
and its results. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions.

2

Processing Notes

The processing notes below refer to the Abell 370 and M16 data sets only. The OBSIDs for the
3 calibration stars have been processed independently by Zoltan B. with a set of scripts which,
for each mapper, correspond to the state-of-the-art in HIPE 12.
Noteworthy, all the data sets have been processed by the 3 mappers using standard
parameter settings. This implies that the processing results described in this report
1

http://herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/pub/Public/PacsCalibrationWeb/pacs_mapmaking_report_ex_sum_v3.pdf
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Figure 1: PACS 100 µm scan mode data of Abell 370 processed by: JScanam (left), MADmap
(middle), Unimap (right).
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Figure 2: PACS 160 µm scan mode data of M16 processed by: JScanam (left), MADmap
(middle), Unimap (right). Note the different offset of the MADmap map with respect to the
other two maps. Such an offset, given the PACS undefined absolute zero point, has no impact
on the overall image quality (e.g. photometry).
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do not correspond necessarily to the best possible processing attainable with a
given map-making code, rather they mimic the possible products generated by an
hypothetical SPG pipeline.

2.1

JScanam: processing notes

The processing was done with the latest version of the JScanam tasks included in Hipe 13.
Two versions were generated for each data set: one with pixfrac = 0.01 and one with pixfrac
= 0. Eventually, the pixfrac = 0 version was the one used in the comparison with the other
mappers, as it makes use of the same approximation for projecting the maps.

2.2

MADmap: processing notes

All the data have been processed with version 2 of MADmap implemented in HIPE 12. The
makeTodArray() task returned an error when the processing was run with the provided WCS
keywords. For this reason, after processing, all the maps have been reprojected using the
HASTROM routine in IDL. Two versions of the final map are generated for each data set:
corrected and uncorrected. The former is the map with the PGLS correction applied, while the
latter is the map prior to this correction. The version used here is the corrected one.

2.3

Unimap: processing notes

The processing was performed using the latest version of the software, i.e. v5.5.0, and with
a script distributed by Bruno Altieri on March 5th 2014. The script represents a prototype
for the implementation of Unimap in HCSS 13. In the present comparison exercise, for each
processed data set the img_wgls.fits map was the one used. This map is obtained by applying
a PGLS correction while masking the regions not encompassed by the correction itself.

3
3.1

Benchmarking: data set and metrics
Data Set

To test the performance of the individual map-making codes, we made use of real PACS observations (see Table 1), namely: 1) a Galactic field rich in bright, extended emission such as
M16; 2) a field with a flat, low background and faint point sources such as Abell 370; 3) a set
of 3 calibrations stars (α Cet, α Tau and α Boo) whose flux is known with very high accuracy
and which have been continously monitored over the course of the Herschel mission. For M16,
we used a 3.2" pixel size in the blue band, and a 6.4" pixel size in the red band. For the Abell
370 data set, we adopted a pixel size of 1.2" and 2.4", for the green and red band, respectively.

3.2

Metrics

For testing the performance of the 3 map-making codes, the following metrics were applied:
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Field

OBSIDs

Abell 370
M16
α Cet
α Tau
α Boo

1342223332, 1342223333
1342192682, 1342192683
see Balog et al. (2013)
see Balog et al. (2013)
see Balog et al. (2013)

Obs. mode
scan
scan
scan
scan
scan

map
map
map
map
map
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Field size

Coverage

Background

small
large
small
small
small

deep
medium
deep
deep
deep

flat
bright, structured
flat
flat
flat

Table 1: PACS data sets used for the map-making codes benchmarking.
1. Power spectrum analysis
2. Difference matrix
3. Point source photometry: bright and faint sources
3.2.1

Power spectrum analysis

One of the most powerful methods to evaluate the performance of a code for map-making is
through a power spectrum analysis, which allows us to estimate how well a given map-making
algorithm is able to preserve the flux present in map at different angular scales.
For each data set, we generated a 2D angle-averaged power spectrum using an IDL package
written by Jim Ingalls. The package performs the following operations:
• it computes the Fourier Transform (FFT) and applies a normalization using the number
of elements in the image;
• it renormalizes the average 2D power spectra by the summed square surface brightnesses
of the original image;
• it computes k-bins, where k is in units of X−1 and X, in arcmin, is the maximum between
the x and y dimensions of the image;
• it computes the average value in each k-bin;
• if beam-corrected, the FFT image is divided by the FFT of the instrument beam before
computing the power spectrum;
A power-law is fitted to each power spectrum. The results are shown in Figure 3 and 4. The
shaded area in each figure panel denotes the scale corresponding to the approximate size of the
instrument beam. The analysis shows that, both in the case of Abell 370 and M16
and for both the green/blue and red band, the 3 mappers are quite in agreement on
scales larger than the beam. On smaller scales, some departures appear. In Abell
370, green and red band, MADmap and Unimap seem to lose power more rapidly
than JScanam. The same effect, although less dramatic, is present in M16 where
the MADmap spectrum has a lower amplitude, yet similar slope, with respect to
JScanam and Unimap.
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Figure 3: Abell 370 at 160 µm. Uncorrected (top panel) and beam-corrected (bottom panel)
power spectra. The shaded area denotes angular scales comparable to or smaller than the
beam. The yellow line (bottom panel) indicates the beam power spectrum behavior.
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Figure 3: - continued - Abell 370 at 100 µm. Uncorrected (top panel) and beam-corrected
(bottom panel) power spectra. The shaded area denotes angular scales comparable to or smaller
than the beam. The yellow line (bottom panel) indicates the beam power spectrum behavior.
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Figure 4: M16 at 160 µm. Uncorrected (top panel) and beam-corrected (bottom panel) power
spectra. The shaded area denotes angular scales comparable to or smaller than the beam. The
yellow line (bottom panel) indicates the beam power spectrum behavior.
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Figure 4: - continued - M16 at 70 µm. Uncorrected (top panel) and beam-corrected (bottom
panel) power spectra. The shaded area denotes angular scales comparable to or smaller than
the beam. The yellow line (bottom panel) indicates the beam power spectrum behavior.
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Difference matrix

This metric consists in subtracting, from each map reprocessed by the different map-making
codes, a truth reference map. The Jscanam reprocessed maps were arbitrarily adopted
as a reference. Prior to taking the difference, all the maps were trimmed at the edges to
avoid possible artifacts.
To evaluate the result, 3 quantities were considered:
1. pixel-to-pixel scatter plots of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ) vs. Sjscan , where Smad/uni is the flux in a
given pixel;
2. slopes of the scatter plots;
3. slope-corrected standard deviations (hereafter stdev) of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ).
The slopes of the scatter plots indicate that there is a gain in the flux calibration which is
corrected differently by the map makers. In addition, The slope/gain corrected stdev of (SSjscan ) gives the high-frequency (pixel to pixel) noise. The results are illustrated in Figure 5, 6,
7 and 8, and in Table 2 and 3. In particular:
• in Abell370, red/green cases, the MADmap, Unimap, and JScanam maps look
very similar and show no obvious artifacts. Indeed, the MADmap/Unimap
vs. JScanam scatter plots present an anti-correlation, typical of two noise
distributions plotted against each other. Therefore, the mutual agreement
among the 3 mappers is, in this case, extraordinary;
• in M16, Unimap maps show strong stripy features across the field perhaps associated with the point source artifact correction. At a lower level, this effect
is also present in the blue MADmap map. It is currently thought that the
appearance (or not) of the observed artifacts is related to the pixel size of the
projected map: the smaller the pixel size, the smaller the artifact. Noteworthy, by setting the pixel size to 1.6"/3.2" for the blue/red band respectively,
the artifacts in the Unimap maps are largely mitigated. More investigation of
this issue is ongoing. In addition, MADmap maps present a slight gradient,
probably due to oversubtraction of extended emission.

MADmap
Unimap

Abell 370
M16
red blue
red blue
-0.37 -0.65 -0.01 -0.00
-0.31 -0.46 -0.00 0.00

Table 2: Summary of the slopes obtained, for Abell 370 and M16 (red/green/blue) from the
(Smad/uni – Sjscan ) vs Sjscan scatter plots. No errors are quoted.
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Figure 5: Abell 370 at 160 µm. Right panel: JScanam reference map. Other panels: MADMap
(left) and Unimap (middle) difference maps. The quantity shown is: Diff - median(Diff). All
the maps are on the same scale.

Figure 5: - continued - Abell 370 at 100 µm. Right panel: JScanam reference map. Other
panels: MADMap (left) and Unimap (middle) difference maps. The quantity shown is: Diff median(Diff). All the maps are on the same scale.
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Figure 6: M16 at 160 µm. Right panel: JScanam reference map. Other panels: MADMap
(left) and Unimap (middle) difference maps. The quantity shown is: Diff - median(Diff). All
the maps are on the same scale.

Figure 6: - continued - M16 at 70 µm. Right panel: JScanam reference map. Other panels: MADMap (left) and Unimap (middle) difference maps. The quantity shown is: Diff median(Diff). All the maps are on the same scale.
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Figure 7: Pixel-to-pixel scatter plot of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ) vs. Sjscan for Abell 370 at 160 µm. No
offset correction applied.
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Figure 7: - continued - Pixel-to-pixel scatter plot of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ) vs. Sjscan for Abell 370
at 100 µm. No offset correction applied.
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Figure 8: Pixel-to-pixel scatter plot of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ) vs. Sjscan for M16 at 160 µm. No offset
correction applied.
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Figure 8: - continued - Pixel-to-pixel scatter plot of (Smad/uni - Sjscan ) vs. Sjscan for Abell 370
at 70 µm. No offset correction applied.
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Abell 370
M16
red
blue
red
blue
1.4e-4 8.8e-5 3.3e-2 6.0e-3
1.2e-4 6.6e-5 1.5e-2 2.5e-3

Table 3: Summary of the slope-corrected stdev obtained, for Abell 370 and M16
(red/green/blue) from the median removed difference maps, i.e. (Smad/uni – Sjscan ) –
median(Smad/uni – Sjscan ). No errors are quoted.

3.2.3

Point-source photometry

One of the most important metrics of the codes benchmarking is point-source photometry.
Goal of this test is to check the quality of the flux ectracted from the reprocessed maps, taking
as a reference the flux estimated from the HPF maps. For this purpose, two flux ranges were
considered, one corresponding to bright sources (∼ 1 - 15 Jy) and the other to faint sources (∼
0.001 - 0.1 Jy).
Case 1: Bright sources (1 - 15 Jy)
In the case of bright sources, a set of 3 calibration stars (α Cet, α Tau and α Boo) was used
to check the photometric accuracy of the mappers. For a complete list of processed OBSIDs,
we refer the reader to (1).
For each star, aperture photometry at 70, 100 and 160 µm was performed following the steps
outlined in (1). The extracted fluxes were then compared to the reference flux values obtained
from the HPF maps, and the ratio between the two measurements was taken. The results are
shown in Figure 9 and Table 4. The 3 mappers provide very accurate photometric
measurements and the agreement with HPF is of the order of 1%. The only exception is represented by the MADmap flux of α Cet in the red band, which appears
to be ov average ∼ 4 % fainter than the corresponding HPF measured flux. As
indicated by Zoltan B. (March 20th 2014 email), this is likely due to a gradient
which is present in the α Cet MADmap map that he obtained with his script.
However, no gradient appears with the standard MADmap ipipe script in HIPE
12 User Release (March 20th 2014 email from Vanessa D.-P.), see Figure 10.
Case 2: Faint sources (0.001 - 0.1 Jy)
To evaluate the quality of the photometry in the faint-end regime, the PEP Abell 370 field was
used and the following pieces of analysis were carried out:
1. extraction of observed Point Spread Functions (PSFs), using the Starfinder code (4),
following the same procedure as for the PACS Evolutionary Probe (PEP) survey;
2. injection of artificial sources into the science maps, using the observed PSF as object profile, and adopting number counts consistent with deep extragalactic observations. Sources
are injected down to flux limits ∼ 10-20 times deeper than the observed flux thresholds;
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Figure 9: Ratio of the source flux exctracted from the JScanam- (top), MADmap- (middle) and
Unimap-reprocessed map (bottom) with respect to reference flux in the HPF map. Different
colors correspond to different PACS filters, i.e. blue, green and red band.
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Star
α Cet
α Tau
α Boo
average

Band
red
green
blue
red
green
blue
red
green
blue
red
green
blue

JScanam
1.014±0.019
0.991±0.006
0.995±0.006
1.015±0.111
0.997±0.004
0.997±0.001
1.004±0.006
0.996±0.002
0.997±0.001
1.011±0.014
0.994±0.005
0.996±0.004

MADmap
1.043±0.018
1.002±0.004
0.994±0.003
0.997±0.012
0.992±0.007
0.994±0.002
1.007±0.013
0.996±0.004
0.996±0.002
1.017±0.025
0.997±0.006
0.995±0.003
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Unimap
1.004±0.006
0.996±0.002
0.996±0.002
1.004±0.008
0.998±0.004
0.998±0.002
0.999±0.004
0.996±0.003
0.999±0.005
1.002±0.006
0.997±0.003
0.998±0.003

Table 4: Photometric measurements for 3 calibration stars in the red, green and blue band.
Shown in the table are the ratios between the reference HPF flux values and the fluxes extracted
from the data processed by the mappers.

Figure 10: α Cet image processed with the HIPE 12 User Release MADmap ipipe script. No
gradient appears.
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Figure 11: Curves of growth comparing the PSFs obtained from maps generated by the different
map-makers: 100 µm (left panel) and 160 µm (right panel), respectively.
3. extraction of sources from the modified science maps (i.e. those including artificial
sources), using Starfinder, tuned as for the PEP survey;
4. derivation of σ, s.i.q.r (semi-interquartile range), MAD of the in/out flux comparison,
after correcting for possible flux trends in the in/out ratio (due to flux boosting at the
faint level in the Starfinder source extraction process, see PEP documentation);
5. extraction of catalogs from original science maps (i.e. extraction of potentially real
sources), and comparison with the PEP official HPF-based blind catalogs.
Each step of the analysis is described below.
3.2.4

Extraction of observed PSFs

The PSFs were extracted using Starfinder, piling up the brightest and most isolated point-like
sources in the field. Each PSF (i.e. for each mapper/band combination) is obtained stacking
typically 4-5 objects. The PSFs are cut to a radius of 15 pixels as they are dominated by noise
beyond this radius. Using the maps pixel scale, this translates to 18" and 36" radii at 100 and
160 µm, respectively. Using these PSFs, curves of growth were built, normalized to the larger
available radius. Figure 11 illustrates the PSFs obtained from the maps generated with the
different map-makers, at 100 µm and 160 µm, respectively. No indication is found that the 3
mappers introduce distortions of the PSF.
3.2.5

Injection of artificial sources

Artificial sources were injected on the maps generated by the different map-making codes using
the IRAF artdata package. The observed PSFs previously extracted were used as source
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profile in this process. Ten thousand sources were added to each map, according to a flux
distribution given by deep FIR number counts ((2), (3), (5), (6)). Since the area covered by
these maps is very small, the 10000 sources were split in 500 groups of 20 sources each. In
other words, for each map 500 copies were created, and each time only 20 artificial sources
were added, so that the latter are well isolated and the properties of the maps can be studied
without incurring into crowding issues.
Sources were added down to fluxes 10-20 times deeper than the actual flux limits of the maps.
In this way the simulation is more realistic than just stopping at or close to the threshold.
In fact the extraction of sources from these images includes the possibility that faint objects,
effectively below the flux limit, are extracted with brighter fluxes, due to noise flux boosting.
3.2.6

Extraction of sources

Source extraction was performed with Starfinder, using the same configuration/scheme adopted
in the official PEP blind source extraction.
A PSF cut at 6 pixels was used. This conservative cut is necessary to avoid the outer part of the
PSF, which can be rather noisy. Fluxes were then corrected to the 15 pixels radius (adopted
as input) using the c.o.g. of each specific PSF. Furthermore, fluxes were aperture-corrected
using the Enclosed Energy Function (EEF) described in PICC-ME-TN-037 (see Table 15, (7)).
Although this might not be an optimal choice (because the Mars and Vesta observations used in
that case were reduced via HPF, while here we are using different mappers), it likely represents
a good approximation.
Extracted sources/fluxes were then matched to the catalogs of input artificial sources by means
of a simple closest-neighbor algorithm, using a 2.0" maximum matching radius at 100 µm and
3.0" at 160 µm.
3.2.7

Statistics of the output vs. input fluxes

The input and output fluxes are compared by plotting the quantity:
(S(out) − S(in))/S(out)

(1)

vs. S(out) for each mapper at each band. It is worth to emphasize that we are working in
S(out) space, rather than in S(in), as often is done. This is because in the real world, the
quantity S(in) is not known, and one has to stick to S(out) only. Therefore these simulations
provide noise curves to be applied directly to observed quantities without the need of further
assumptions.
For faint fluxes, Starfinder produces a boosted median flux, with respect to the input fluxes.
This is a known effect and it is due to the fact that very faint objects can be extracted with
fluxes significantly higher that their "true" (injected) fluxes, and thus be kept with S(out)
larger than the 3 σ noise threshold, even if in principle they were not supposed to be detected,
because too faint. This effect can happen in the real world as well, and can only be seen in
simulations that include very faint artificial sources as in the present case. Simulations limited
to ∼ 3σ fluxes do not show this effect. When needed, possible trends of (S(out)−S(in))/S(out)
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as a function of S(out) were corrected, on the basis of the simulations themselves. See the PEP
global data release documentation for more information about this issue.
The in/out flux comparison is split into flux bins and then the median, σ, s.i.q.r (semiinterquartile range), and M.A.D. (median absolute deviation) of the source distribution in
this plane are computed for each bin. σ is heavily affected by flux-boosted sources, while
s.i.q.r. and M.A.D. are better representantions of the noise properties, as they exclude "outliers". Figure 12 and 13 reveal that the 3 map-makers produce noise levels very
similar to the official PEP HPF-based maps.
3.2.8

Catalog extraction

Starfinder was also ran on the original map, in order to extract the fluxes of real sources. The
Starfinder configuration adopted in this case is identical to the one used when working on
simulations. Likewise, the PSF cut used in the extraction is again at 6 pixel, which is then
properly corrected for aperture losses using a combination of PSF curves of growth and the
Mars EEF.

4

Conclusions

In the following we summarize the results obtained from application of the metrics described
in Section 3:
• Power spectrum analysis: the analysis shows that, both in the case of Abell 370 and
M16 and for both the green/blue and red band, the 3 mappers are quite in agreement
on scales larger than the beam. On smaller scales, some departures appear. In Abell
370, green and red band, MADmap and Unimap seem to lose power more rapidly than
JScanam. The same effect, although less dramatic, is present in M16 where the MADmap
spectrum has a lower amplitude, yet similar slope, with respect to JScanam and Unimap;
• Difference matrix: for Abell370, red/blue cases, the MADmap, Unimap, and JScanam
maps are in extremely good agreement. For M16, Unimap maps show strong stripey
features across the field. At a lower level, the same artifact is also present in the blue
MADmap map. Fo both mappers, the magnitude of this effect appears to depend on
the choice of the pixel size for the projected map. Noteworthy, by setting the pixel size
to 1.6"/3.2" for the blue/red band respectively, the artifacts in the Unimap maps are
largely mitigated. In addition, MADmap maps present a slight gradient, probably due
to oversubtraction of extended emission;
• Point-source photometry – bright sources (1 - 15 Jy): in this regime, the 3
mappers provide very accurate photometric measurements and the agreement with HPF
is of the order of 1%. The only exception is represented by the MADmap flux of α Cet
in the red band, which appears to be on average ∼ 4 % fainter than the corresponding
HPF measured flux. As indicated by Zoltan B. (March 20th 2014 email), this
is likely due to a gradient which is present in the α Cet MADmap map that
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Figure 12: Top to bottom panel: σ, s.i.q.r., M.A.D. curves for the 3 mappers. Abell 370 at 100
µm.
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Figure 13: Top to bottom panel: σ, s.i.q.r., M.A.D. curves obtained for the 2 mappers. Abell
370 at 160 µm.
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he obtained with his script. However, no gradient appears with the standard
MADmap ipipe script in HIPE 12 User Release (March 20th 2014 email from
Vanessa D.-P.);
• Point-source photometry – faint sources (0.001 - 0.1 Jy): the performance of
the 3 mappers is comparable in the blue band, where they are in agreement with HPF
measurements down to ∼ 0.003 Jy. In the red band, the maps processed by the 3 mapping
codes are tipically more noisier than in the blue band and the overall agreement with HPF
fluxes is only down to ∼ 0.03 Jy. Below this threshold, the Unimap measurements are the
closest to HPF, while JScanam and MADmap (before PGLS correction) have a similar
behavior. Moreoever, none of the mappers allows reaching a higher sensitivity than HPF.
Finally, no indication is found that the mappers introduce distortions of the PSF.
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